


! ! ! !

Isomorphic Observatory 
 
Old boy Jag, by jove he got it right 
there in the preface, bold  

he’d bussed in professionals  
double checking lines and figures, staggering 
he said “I’ve made astronomical errors” 
 
Swell kid, now we still swing ‘round hell, 

host of the seven necromantic nights out 
all got up like Halifax honey wine,  
the used-hearts salesmen spots the glimmer 
in your eye from his shotgun hearse. 
 

Minute changes to the maps 
lined up back to back and stacked scratching 
dementias, math meant to connect thoughts 
now we’ve a clear idea of where we stand 
and hold the pinhole to the light 

 
cut to: lines going nowhere but forever. 
Let us laugh at the past and bash the last act. 
Nice ruffles, Copper, but you and the long lens doctors 
figured wronged.  

 
Twine between the trees, visible time  
in the Rold Skov forest. Here 
man’s last voyage laid out on earth, 
as if      a cold dream, 

unpronounceably wrong. I am mute 
and conducting. We have aligned ourselves 
to emptiness, we have hitched our wagons to dead stars. 



! ! ! !

Dinner Party Daydream 
  I think he’s lonely 
 
In a suit of armor 
 I screw a servant 
  as he ticks off years  

   on each untrimmed nail 
I scratch behind his ear. 
 
Go by unnoticed 
 as a good moon. 

  My eyelids twitching  
   in the twelveth hour, 
Jepp and I, guesting  
 
chins of regality 

 tucked beneath the double- 
  stocks. Candelabras  
   of white-spotted animals, 
jester hung out 
 

from under bundles  
 the queen winking 
  the king’s fingers failing –  
   creeping in the castle blocks   
dim revelry  



! ! ! !

Quite right, sixteen! 
  drunk in the backyard 
 
and splendid at it, this age this nubile century a sentence on an island ends 
extinguished in the sea, I say you who say pray to new true gods: you’re blue in 
the brains. It’s a necessity now, to chart the stars and start off into low, cold 

waters. Where, why else, and how by it? Never safe unless the sun is all dried 
up like a peach pit and the creeping negro night reclines across the rightful 
heavens, stray rays streaming through the flagellation holes. At sixteen, the 
world was young and did young things, kissing beneath the blaze and keeping 
slaves. Low science, but watch! Our hero is breathing on the scene, I’m sure of 

it. A numbering by size, growing from the inside outward, offal oval orbits. I am 
so sick of this spin, put can’t quite quit it.  
 
Ouroboros breathing  
aurora borealis dust. 

 
 
 



! ! ! !

A Dirge for Insomnia 
 
Skipping stones into the flashing sea 
 from my bedroom window 

some odd summer night 
 sleep retreating underfoot 
in equal time with the tide 
 feeling just the slightest nibble on my toes 
pillows rolling back when I dive 

 and abandon hopes of buoyancy.  
 
The lone sentinel of the stars 
 with drooping eyes but observant  
as a heavy headed hawk.  

 Under this metal helmet 
my last faithful machine is churning 
 as I devour the ticker tape 
inscrutable in candlelight  
 and gnarled as my nightmares. 

 
These fruitful hours 
 in purgatorio, safe from the featherjaws  
of dream, and younger men  
 stay up to speak with god. 

Somewhere my wife is shivering. 
 There is no harbor wide enough 
to hold my massive hull. 
 No longer plagued, I slip gracefully to hell.  
   

 



! ! ! !

Planetarium 
 Next showing at 3:30 
 
Every day these hawks 
descend with eager claws. 
 

This electric smile, 
half-dome sky steel against 
 
the urchin 
sighing in his birdcage, 

 
Van de Graaff 
demonstrated for a cheering crowd 
 
Death rattles. 

Biting my nails between explosions 
 
biding time 
kneeling in the lightning.  



! ! ! !

In Evening Fog 
A Late Prologue 

 
Jepp snores through all of this, he’s seen it all before 
and living is a bore when you sleep  
under the torn-out calendar days. 

Dukes kick him where he sits 
under the table, the only peaceful place to eat, 
until one yanks him by the scruff of his collar, 
demanding tomorrow. Jepp told the truth once  
with blue fire in his eyes the buried boy 
wouldn’t lie alone for long and Tycho threw his dumb  
body across the room. So now’s its just fine harvests 
after a rainy spring, and love will flock like wrens 
into the apple tree. Jepp forgets the rest. 

 



! ! ! !

Elegy for Ejler Hansen 
  little knots 
 
It was beautiful, boy, 

all of it. Look at me. 

 

See the spirals  

in my eyes?  

 

Philistines call that descent, 

but it’s boiling  
 

at a very rapid rate. 

The bubbles born from nowhere. 

 

Try walking down a street, 

suspecting that its twin  

 

is untangling towards infinity one block away  

straining to meet you, but stuck in its rut. 

 

Every step ricocheting  

back and forth between them.  

 

One two-headed devil  

with a trident  
 

Cerberus slobbering 

unholy foam for  

 

(four letters in 4, five in 7)  

 

form’s sake the pearly gape of my mirror face 

until we’re fried alive, and now six, six, six. 

 

Smash the shell,  

concentric circles of hell. 

 

The crushing distance  

doubling always as it accordions 

 
like the silence between notes, operetta testing  

to see when I’ll nod off,  

 

applaud, or launch bodily  

from the balcony. 



! ! ! !

A Family Row 
 Jørgen steals the boy 
 
Knocking on the door, 
the last frost given up  
to dust, spring stars despairing,  

some circling nothing,  
some waiting to be named.  
 
Days of triumph,  
the fertile months, 

even the useless one disposed of,  
chewed up by the earth, a soil boy  
cultivating the garden. 
 
New Uncle enters with a grin 

and boar skin wrapped around his Atlas frame. 
Congratulations, brother may I hold him?  
The fire spits and outside boulders yearn  
against each other poor, porous and lonely.  
 
One son, more or less, what does it matter to you? 
 
Even the badgers laughed as they clacked  
their claws against the aching turrets.  

The hearth shook soot loose,  
while his parents rolled  
and grasped their stitching sides,  
 
Jørgen, twitching fire  

eyes and all, clasped the child 
to his chest and rode off home,  
cursing Otto and stabbing 
his horse with his iron heel 
 

dripping crushed azalea oil into the field of snow. 
Twin souls of steam absconding  
out the horse’s rubber nostrils, 
Tyke’s faint screaming trampled,  
orphaned in his uncle’s arms. 

 
 



! ! ! !

Hemoglobin 
 
Dad, do you remember 
the parable about a dove  

 
dragging a silk square 
across a meridian marble wall  
 
just to illustrate a second  

of eternity, or something  
 
equally terrifying to a child? The roof blew off  
the earth, the sky became the ocean mixed 
 

and the fireflies became little  
unchained pearls in the abyss.  
 
There are parts of the ocean so deep  
even she won’t dare to touch. 

 
I am unavoidable 
as the moon and just as flat.  
 
We give ourselves over 

to sleep. We eat and walk around 
 
and drop down dead after a time,  
unless you get a side-contract.  
 

A small renewal fee. 
Ha ha, macabre.  
 
Macramé negligee  
made in Home Ec.  

 
The girl with the thin red scarf  
around her neck. 
 
Sex and death, sex and death.  

We are all set to crumble.  
 



! ! ! !

Sublunaria 
 Tycho watching the young bride washing dishes 
 
slight and balling, bathing in the evening light. 
I love her like a foot, a fine and measured glass of brandy 
after church 
 these are the days of slight return 
no skipping 

just the pond and the life beneath,  
our temple made of stone, stone, stones  
 
piled, yet if I were small enough to crawl in 
between the cracks, the visible split 

not love, not even born 
just gesturing, jesting and her hair 
a home 
 
quickly now invent it. Never been a handyman 

but what I’d give for simple gears 
inside an engine, small and fierce enough 
to cruise around the country in a wing-tip Cadillac  
and let the wind do the talking  
 

blowing through her hair, simple 
girl and the thing will grow inside her 
 enough this time to break day 
stretching into human form  
and for a fortune we cast stones  

and model t though z 
yes, yes, let it last long enough  
miniature lust and a devil machine 



! ! ! !

Nova Stella  
 two years, eleven months, eleven days, eleven hours 
 
Remember, I wrote the engraving for his unfinished tombstone. I know the 
severed electric side of losing a sibling. Myth, though? Tough to alter ancients 
and Electra has her plethora of histories, her harpy tongue for sure, so when 

you say she’s returned should we cheer or bury the children? A vigor to the 
burning, a fierce glow, anger in her Cyclops eye at Zeus, no doubt, for splitting 
her soul and body, freezing and fading from the sky, not even allowed to share 
her seven sisters’ fate, shame hiding her face away beyond the reaches of 
heaven. Please, finish the infinite ladder so we can get a proper look. Read it 

with me, the wicked wheel never slows to show the language it speaks in 
spokes. Nobles die to know the content of the coming hours. Yarn between my 
fingers, trapping years plagued with mutiny, malnutrition, and a few parades. 
No thanks, to Tiresias. Knowing does no good. What of the pale-faced child? 
Tonight, after King Frederik is tucked beneath the canopy, Kirstine and I will 

sneak out with a heavy, stinking sack and throw the failed body away. Another 
sibling gone, except this time no song. As her form floats out to sea, my baby, 
my great discovery will wink down to me, challenging her mother moon. 



! ! ! !

An Eager Student Watches a Total Solar Eclipse 
 August 21st, 1560 
 
How could they 
know? Mystic math that turns 
the golden holy sphere into a stony shadow, 
right before our eyes. The other students  
laugh, clap, turn around to go inside, but I 

cannot stop staring. Master pulls me  
from the lawn, light winks back on. 



! ! ! !

The Visit 
 moons of Jupiter, said to support life 
 
Twenty feet away and counting 
stones head to toe up in little towers. 
My new infant in my arms as little Tyke 

toys away in Uncle’s courtyard. Black ash falls 
in showers around us, leaving holes trickling 
down my cheeks. Red sage peeking through the lawn 
like devil claws. Tyke runs after a toad, trips and catches 
a lip on the stone wall. Strange. Gravel and blood 

around his mouth like pomegranate guts. Tired hawks 
circle overhead and sing low gospel hymns  
over Tyke’s wailing so his mouth yaws and eyes pinch closed. 
I watch. Some bonnet runs and dabs his chin with gauze. 
Behind me, Uncle has his arm up to the elbow 

in the mouth of the oak, sap dripping from its skin 
and over him as he grimaces. Tycho bites the maid 
with broken teeth. 



! ! ! !

My Thousandth Imagined Funeral:  
 A Sunny Day, A Shady Stretch of Earth, I Worm 
 
Noble lowly man  
reciting myths  
 

a serpent’s severed tongue,  
hoping to piece  
 
together the crooked  
history of man  

 
unkind and tragic  
defeated by the holy hand 
 
winding sideways  

through the sands of failure. 
 
Perfect demise. 
the right words go  
 

with him to the grave. 
A lover, yes, a sinner,  
 
if it is a sin to flail and fly,  
and now we two-tone mourners  

 
lower him and say goodbye. 
Look a solar flare sinks too! 
 
Unique cosmos  

in a comatose mind.  
 
Chuckling and sinking 
in a box of pine. 



! ! ! !

False Epitaphs 
 
It was snowing in Sweden 
in the eggshell arms of Beate Bille. 

I breached the world  
stitched with twenty pearls 
the twenty-first oystered  
in the flesh tomb, silent and worthless  
in mother’s fever womb. Crazy 

to keep him    twin friar, my mind reeks 
his unspoken name. 
 
Off in the hills, before the island days 
a baying, a beard of moss and pondrip scum 

huge Baltic eyes and no bull antlers, lifting  
black heaven, steadying -- harrumph, haroo  
hooray arising another form, stripping  
off the skin of trees, tareek taray 

today over the grave of brother Brahe 
catching flecks of rising soul  
on the way away. Say it with me: moose.  
 
Clumsy, yes, cold and hungry body buried. 

Bloody brother live with me, I keep you 
here in Copenhagen and spend the rest. 
The mortal days. The pulling we employ 
with physics of the sky, calculating closer 
to the name of God, understand 

his home at least. I see  
much more perched atop your wooly shoulder 
as we ride.  



! ! ! !

Tycho on a Cross-Town Bus  
  light, the traveler 
 
ad men trapped it 
in tubes 
 

the pink glow of noble gas 
ash in pockets 
 
he would kill 
for a cigarette 

 
we’re on the run,  
our towers burning 
 
my sweet  

Marie Antoinette 
 
beauty the blind mouse 
six stops left 
 

the driver’s voice  
a metal hum and melting vinyl 
 
pass another shanty town 
with paper lanterns 

 
savages with ballots 
idiots with guns 
 
his blood 

covering the countryside 
 
deep in Denmark’s 
awful heart 
 

her holy head 
on his lap 



! ! ! !

Visiting Limbo 
 
Dante on the beach  
lifting another madman’s nautilus 
and shaking out the beast with ragged claws. 
His eyebrows quiver and his finger 

traces evil rings to the center, looking up 
to see the moon and chucking the thing 
back into the sea for another fool to crawl into. 
He’s walking down diminishing meridians. 
All our homes are cursed. Only a few more hours 

to tread around the earth, then back in the pit 
for another hundred years, where demons 
pick apart his memories and take away his plots. 
 



! ! ! !

Dirge for Claustrophobia  
 

It paid off, but now I’m lifting her  
 crushed pearl skin,  

wrinkled on her arms like sails  
 after a strong wind. 
Dipping the sponge into the soapy runoff 
 and down her back again. 
When rich old maids dote  

 on you and the young ones  
 
look away. Orphan steps always echo  
 back to me, fair and cruel.  
a thousand hallways in my inheritance  

 all divine, lined with gold leaf  
that shines until you scratch it off, 
 unearthing coffin walls. 
The clerks and clerics  
 have gone to bed and left the bell rope 

 
dangling. I wrap it around my neck.  
 Not funny. Two tugs and time begins.  
Where is everyone? Bound in the belfry. 
 I hope to live  

in a city of neighbors, headless  
 as the body of water waxing 
up around my ankles, washing the years 
 off of me at night. 



! ! ! !

Wifey Thinks about Forever 
 red as strawberry fields 
 
No special thing, 
sunrise blood 
 

spilling and shaking 
as the world warms up 
 
welcome, little lovebug 
bite away 

 
at my leathered heart 
 
farm animals who will never speak, 
and this face grows no younger 

 
we sent my family 
a swan 
 
for Christmas 

in my place 
 
eggs too rich to eat 



! ! ! !

A Tableau 
 John Cage Shower Singing 
 
Jepp sits cross-legged at the edge of the cliff, 
a chain of daisies around his neck. With a stick 

he’s scratching numbers into the sand, higher than he 

can count. Each number is a name and a distance. 
Behind him only blood, so he stares 
into the undead sea and whistles 

and swings his little legs. Birds gather. 
 

 
Kirstine crosses the northern corridor of the castle 
stepping from a shadow into a stream of blue light  
 from the stained glass and catching her 
 under the Baptist. An indoor spring shower. 

  She’s been in that room again, dusting off 
  the little train set on the bookshelf, touching 
the unwrinkled camisoles in the bureau. 
 
Tycho is at his globe, burning stars into the scorpion’s stinger, 

running his hand along the grooves in the metal. Sparking at the fingertips. 
 In this evening light, the brass shone like gold and he felt trapped  
 mythos yearning like a halo. The sun stopped in the window by degrees, 
  the light taut as harp strings and humming just as loud. 
  Only hours until sundown. The blanket draped over the statue, 

everyone gone alabaster.  
 
In the shadowed side of the castle, Moose is kneeling, 
licking at the stones. A mixture of water droplets and sea salt, 
 his black tongue drooping from his lips and curtains 

 in his fist-sized eyes. Spiders have made their home 
  in his antlers, light hammocks. The bone 
  ambassador from inside, neck straining under their weight. 
He watches the window for comings and goings of his brother. 
 



! ! ! !

Behind the Castle 
 
In the countryside kitchen 

open air and weak wooden chairs 

the dirt floor torn apart by chickens, 

 

stubby yellow legs and scales that tear 

symbols in the shaking ground, 

animal eyes unblinking and casting unaware 

 

astrologies, simple lines delineating to foretell 

the birth of stars, the coming rain, 
the ringing of the dinner bell. 

 

Notches for ears that hear this beckoning so faint, 

who would guess that it pertained 

to their unavoidable edible fate? 

 

The thirsty roaming, Roman seas 

wash away the unremarked prophecies 

before Old Angel Ana got a chance to see. 

 

What good to watch the wave? That tricky  

golden string will snap when the hag 

decides, sitting in her home 

 

composed of knotted, gnarled chicken bones 
after slurping off the skin with sharpened teeth, 

burped a feather, caught it under stone. 

 

All things…all things die alone. She smiles, 

seeing only evil omens 

with her one good eye all the while, 

 

snatching it from her sisters. 

They bicker and shiver under  

unannounced rain. Mystery and fortune faded. 

 

Good luck cursed, the fates are jaded. 

After dinner we creep on the black sand beach 

behind the royal robes, elated 

 
to snatch up the unseen jewels and stars 

that spark in the heavy footsteps, 

luminous, holy, and ours. 



! ! ! !

Oceanalchemy 
 
I have my lenses, said Tycho to the sea 
who ate his words like whispers.  

Watch me cross the awful coat of God 
and tug at his black whiskers.  
 
I listen to you turn all day and night 
but you are just another moat, 

a neatly buttoned pocket, tight  
and full of little mysteries, bits of string  
and gold and angel eyes. In time I will see all.  
 
The sea did not reply, just laughed and crashed,  

folded in half again and snuck out from under Tycho’s path. 
The sky danced and flashed reckless as a baby bull  
across the waves and crests until both were dry and wet 
and shining as the stars stayed stitched across the surface. 
Precious blessed bursts of gold across the iron sea. 



! ! ! !

The Messenger 
 trying to outpace the astronomer 
 
I am racing against the foxes 
 on the king’s best horse, 
with the hounds of night at our heels 

 
growling thunderclouds and flashing 
 their jagged jaws. I feel black spittle 
on the back of my neck. 
 

Crickets saw into their lovers 
 and ash trees whip their bones 
into our path. The horses is pumping 
 
steam out of her hellhole nostrils. 

 I am wire and fury and lost in the woods, 
desperately cursing and searching 
 
for Venus on the horizon, a naked vision 
 bright as home, but born 

with the devil’s last name.  
 
Miles ahead, Tycho rides his moose 
 towards Knudstrup 
with the keys to heaven in his mind. 

 
The letter in my pocket  
 says Brahe, and promises 
diamonds and islands not meant for me. 
 

 



! ! ! !

Gentlemen, Take the Stars 
  oration on astrology in 1574 
 
I drink in your silence as I walk across the floor, 
hallowed halls of the university. I am drunk 
and you are speechless in your seats so I will speak 

for you, at you, as you low like cows. King Frederick begged me. 
 
You will go home and talk and tear me up like weasel meat 
but for now, you must watch me coax 
the ancients out of their clam holes. We speak the same language,  

one not taught to every hungry baby bird yawping its ugly mouth.  
So go on, practice idioms and ideologies all you want, 
it’s impossible to breathe without these maths. 
 
There’s no light in your eye. The ceiling balances across your dry, dull,  

bald skulls. I’ve tied the world back together with silver strings 
that stretch from the corners of the cosmos and you inhale 
cold dust clouds. 
 
The seven spheres are angled in my favor.  

When Saturn rises, my children grow fat.  
As Neptune and Jupiter commune, Vedel writes me back.  
Then Venus outshines the sun in the morning strokes of light  
and my wife doesn’t ask where I’ve been all night.  
Brain and marrow fill and fall with the moon. 

 
I have been born, 
at just the right time. Watch me  
tear down the sky. 
 



! ! ! !

Gemma’s Astronomical Ring 
 the hollow cross, the three wedding bands caught 
 
Held, like all things, by a string. 
Dangle and twirl twelve feet 
above the marble floor. Notches 

click along like night, before you know it 
we are sitting in the dark of December. 
The animal parade eats onward, 
twin highways casting odd fortunes. 
All revolving around the great  

empty center, the math of it, 



! ! ! !

4:33 
tacet, tacet, tacet 

 
each generation 

is stillborn and tactless 
quietly choking on our own surroundings 

but we do not stop 
the auditorium is full and pages  

are being turned 
someone discretely opens a plastic bag 

of pretzels, others laugh, 

now we all laugh because the damn thing 
continues 

the laughter dies down again 
I wonder if there is anyone else  

thinking that the conductor 

must be dumb or impotent 
or ruthless, but eventually 

we see he sweats too 
as our fingers, just inches 

above the keys 

begin to quiver 
and I look around 

for the firebelly salamander who will dare  
to croak and in the end 

all applause  

seems a relief, 
unwarranted  

 



! ! ! !

A Dirge for Doubt 
 
Rifling  
 through the books again 

for the tabernacled spirograph spawn, 
 little fox tails twisting  
red-white peppermints, 
 honing like a hawkeye  
towards the tiny puncture. 

 Kepler on the couch 
 
sipping steam  
 off the top of his black tea, 
still young and eager, though he spat 

 my name like a snake bite, once. 
He taps out time vitriolic on my notes, 
 doing me the favor, returning the work 
quicker and quicker each time, eyes 
 down at the saucer, engraved  

 
with my spiral initials. 
 I’ve left him the plans for my plot 
in the cemetery yard, the arrangements 
 for the ceremony, how to carry on 

after I’ve departed to double-check 
 my numbers and sing along 
with the pearly spheres,  
 the perfect rings I weave. 



! ! ! !

Progress 
 

Francis Bacon died 
of suffocation, disemboweling fowls 

and stuffing them with snow. 
 

Pneumonia really and all 
to keep the meat. 



! ! ! !

Another Speech When Uncle Jørgen Drinks 
 

Wormy boy, 
I live on fire. 

Fetch me another glass of embers.  
God has asked me favors 

and I just shake my head and laugh, 
swiping his threadbare web off my walls, 

I’ve seen him scurry underground, towards hell 

with his thousand bristling eyes. 
I don’t work for nothing. 

In time, that crooked insect  
will work for me.  

 

I built these walls, 
lifted these oak ceiling beams, 

with the same sirloin hands I used 
to pin your father to the ground, my elbow across his clavicle 

my forearm pinching his throat, and pressing 

until he mouthed my name 
like a greasy prayer. 

The dogs are out tonight. 
 

The moon is full and my mastiffs 

are in heat, if they can’t thunder through the gardens, 
they will hump and tear each other to bloody lumps. 

Sleep lightly. 
If they come home thirsty 

after tunneling through the deer blood lake 

they’ll rouse you from your roost  
and claw down the crystal halls, 

ducking in the velvet drapes, throbbing 
 

through the moonlight 

after your naked body, smooth as sliced pear, 
nostrils twitching with delight, 

filled with the scent of your fear and balls. 
Me in my midnight harem. 

 

 
 
 



! ! ! !

The place is yours 

to explore, not a thing off limits 
except what you cannot lift. 
Best to become acquainted  

with the hiding spots and where the guns 
are hung. 



! ! ! !

Nova Stella 

 
When the holes in his eternal hands and feet begin to heal, no human cell will 

regenerate to patch across a wound so vast and venerated. The sky, last shield 
of Earth, shifts like the stone rolled back from the mouth of the tomb. We are 
thieves knocked back by the stench of death gestating, gesturing and falling 
into white hot sand like shed skin. The sky rolls and shudders at the awful 
strength running fingers down her sides. The holes fill with sharp new light 

and He is whole and He is helpless. An infant again, somewhere in our world of 
shattered glass and rattle-snakes. He is born at the whims of humanity, but 
light stays for just a moment, for those who are looking. Go gather up your 
things, become a pilgrim at your age, learn to pray by walking.  Give it your 
eyes, your years, abandon whatever wealth you have into the furnace, lay it at 

his feet. 



! ! ! !

Forecasts 
 Jepp all tripped up in Gemma’s rings 
 
great scott, we’re caught in these things 
dreidelesque golden arms and I’m the octopus eye 
poking around again where there’s no good news 

for me, so now we sit and spin with months’ cloth  
suspended below the blue heavens 
waiting for another brother in the coat of arms 
to cut me out of harm’s comi-tragic play, 
twisted and three headed as the fates 

silk sign dawning underhead and overfoot 
inverted and converted as the hill folk 
who spill lamb blood for the lightning god 
Van de Graaff don’t give a dämn, it will die 
when it wants like a good chorus 

and of course, here come the bull 
Taurus sparking between the horns, those little 
damaged eyes stampeding out the night,  
kissing fish bringing flood in Pieces, 
goat-legs bathed in wine. The signs are coming quickly now, 

past the zed attack. This gauche castle will crumble, 
velvet hands around the throat of Ty-cho, infant crawling  
into the white winter river, Denmark all dammed up 
the sky will fill with stretch marks and dandelion breath  
as the molten heart of earth expands. Three times the apocalypse 

comes knocking. I ride with the angel to the year 
where we are born in lies and to warn the man who works my jaw. 
We will be released from this device,  
go back to seeing nothing from where we stand. 
 



! ! ! !

Jokanaan 
A Childhood Teacher Interviewed 

 
There is no hem to sew or haw, 

no thread to cut, no sheet to tuck, 
just flesh and fact and awe. 

 
I’m hungry as the rest, 

for rising bread and stainless wine, 
but history is blind, a guess. 

 

Our proclivity to stretch the facts, 
like wretched fates stitching shrouds 

hawkeyed needles, blood red thread through maps. 
 

We are guests in Herod’s library 

as the seven veils begin to fall away, 
we waltz with the lips of Salome. 

 
I mean to say, his mind was gone 

always on rays, ennui for days, 

eager for the dark of night to dawn. 
 

He was a boy. What can I say? 
 
 

 



! ! ! !

Life in Heaven (sic) 
 
Red robin coup 

 railroad workers  

  mopping up their brows 

   greasy napkins blown around  

by the breeze 

 

Easy philosopher  

 who stands 

  on the shingles of the fast 

   food joint crunching eggshells  
underfoot and screaming 

 
The only art is hunger! 

while nature 

  scratches itself 

   another species flakes off 
and scurries through my mind 

 

Reptiles under rocks. 

 I snatch at their tails 

  like thoughts that snap off  

   in my hand, 

stone syllables in my mouth 

 

Lizard laughing 

 in memories pools, 

  my blood gone still  

   as shock, as snow. 

I am good. 

 

I am a wonderful vat 
I would be the first one 

  to swallow 

   the electrodes 

of eternal return 

 

What do you think of geniuses? 

I am drawn to them like fire 

 don’t expect Tycho to say  

  something sweet 

to wifey on her deathbed. 



! ! ! !

Tycho Takes a Shower 

 
The best ideas arrive  

when I’m unprepared, 
 
three laps around  
the demure lawn, thin-haired. 
 

Rain collecting  
in my navel 
 
distant ships bellow. 
I tip my hand, blushing 

 
body wet 

sagging as a broiling cloud, 
 
nothing doing 

but lips bluing  
 
as any morning 
steaming nettles, 
 

belly dewing. 
The children cry inside 
 
as wifey bathes them. 
I obey the urchin sand 

 
between my toes. 
Even the friar 
 
hides his horns  

under the oak. 
 
I am nothing 
if not nude. 



! ! ! !

The Sextant 
 
Quadrant one, the sun 
coming closer and our king 

sleeping under lionskin. 
 
Quadrant two, the moon 
tonight slightly blue, 
a dry ocean. 

 
Quadrant three, the Pleiades  
soft spot of spilled milk, 
a hunted flock of doves 
 

Quadrant four, the new star 
who only speaks to me 
through the hole she tore. 



! ! ! !

Pre-History 
 

I’ve been proven  
fool through  

and through, twenty-two 
ignored appeals to something 
rotting in the woods. 
My father never died, and 
the voices are untraceable, 

slow acting 
poison probably won’t kick in 
until I’ve claimed the crown.  
 
We were cro-magnon men  

with crooked spines 
bewildered for a time 
on our tarmac driveway 
as the serpent crawled 
above us gnawing  

at the moon,  
we howled. 
 
What to avenge? 
The tides don’t give a damn, 

my eyes still wide as milk, 
father too plain for enemies, 
he gathers dust as a hobby 
while he ages. Toss the dagger 
to the sky, if I must go 

the dragon too will die. 



! ! ! !

Stella Nova 
 November, 1572 
 
One swatch of deep space haloed overhead, hovering above our man on his 
long walk home from the podium. The flame spilled and froze, the shape of 
mother sitting in chains and lighting up another Lucky Strike, free to stain her 

stars, no family in sight. The smoke rolls up and over her chin. She winks at 
him as if to say, I knew he’d cut the chains. That’s what heroes do. Something 
flashed in her eye and he catches it.  
 
The trick is to avert your gaze, soft your focus from the center 

 
like coaxing back the gauzy memories of dreams in the first few minutes after 
waking. She was winking as the sun rose in the west. Another couple months 
until Perseus returns to our glass atmosphere with his thousand glissando 
souls. Now we can see the filtered explosion, blue and green microbes rippling 

in primordial heat. In the textbook relief, Tycho stands barrel-chested at the 
steps, students crouched around his feet and pointing in horror as the heavens 
shatter. But the queen would only show her soul to him, boring through Poe’s 
purgatory to suggest there is a sea beneath the waves, and we’ve yet to face true 
beasts. He walked from room to room tapping on the walls, the floor, the 

chamber doors, quiet in the fading moonlight and holding his breath to discern 
a hollow sound, the inexplicable façade, the muted purr of dead gods calling 
back when found. 



! ! ! !

Mentor 
 In a Letter to Vedel 
   
We are boys still boys 
blown around like nimbus debris  
across our rocky fields and towards the angry sea.  

You see, I can’t forgive you, old friend.  
You should have broken my fingers  
when you had the chance.  
 
I’m weighed down by my massive eyes  

and see no halos 
except around our satellite.  
You took a break, one afternoon 
from dusting out the pews,  
straightening the choir, stretching  

the necks of your favorite 
 
little eunuchs in gold leaf tunics 
(forgive me!) and we walked 
through the undead woods. My heart 

a bitter bird, you said, resentful  
of the crumbs but would come to love its cage. 
My mind  (you couldn’t find the words, remember?) 
I’ve flown from you in the orient’s rocket 
consuming itself in flames. 

 
Darkness looks the same  
here as it did at school. 
We both cast ourselves towards heaven,  
you on the backs of angels 

and me on insane figures.  
Come visit me. We can break 
old bones and I can list my sins.  
I hate all people and don’t understand 
their faces, when they serve my dinner 

 
or tuck me in at night. Not hate, not really.  
Such little time. I want to chuck my shoes  
when lives and eyes as big as mine wither and writhe. 



! ! ! !

Parallax 
 Sleepwalking Around Uraniborg 
 
I have my own lenses, said Tycho to the sea, 
dark wind rising through his fine honey hair,  
one finger poking at the immutable white of his eye,  

lightening bugs bleeding out  
on his last atmosphere. 
 
Lifting his Browning Automatic, he fired two shots 
into the gathering clouds, clunk clunk of steel against his shoulder. 

Smoke puffs whimpered around the black hole. 
Tycho rolled his head, with one eyed closed, 
watching the white stork tumble into the ash water, 
shifting distance under the muted moon. 
Nights like tonight are useless,  

the mirror cracked with clouds. 
 
Midnight. A clatter in the pantry. 
Tycho creeping in on belled feet, 
to find God hunched over a silver bowl 

of rhubarb stew topped with whipped cream.  
He looked up, red in his beard and eyes and smiled,  
sidled across the hardwood floors on all eight legs  
and vined up his side 
until His thrumming lips were spitting 

holy font-foam runoff in his ear, 
I’m the only one who loves you. 



! ! ! !

The Visible Oeurve 
  unborn goes all Kandinsky 
 
We move so fast, us wingfolk, 
the whole universe turns splatter 
paint, and time’s a thread to tug. 
 
I keep going back to watch  

the birth, and he’s always out first. 
Then me, limp as a sigh, lifeless 
 
and doused in tomato soup. 
The midwife screams as my little head 

comes off, the tiny center of the universe, 
 
all eyes revolving around me  
for a moment. They couldn’t bury 
my revolting, heavenly body quick enough. 

 
Several circles later, flash boom of colorless light. 
Bruddy Ty’s at the table, his own dinner party 
slowly being killed 
 

by his own pride, unable to stand, excuse himself 
and lose his tug of war with Kepler, 
who has his hands under the table 
 
and Kirstine’s giggling. Bruddy Ty crosses his legs, 

lets the pain build up like stones in his stomach 
as he slams the table with his fist 
 
demanding silence and a sirloin.  
He’s dead within the week. Another leap 

and heaven’s burning in napalm waves 
 
but brother isn’t here. 


